Ø To Get Real Time Weather Data from a Website and Display on
Browser (Mobile)
Step 1--Taking Surat’s weather data
►

Go to www.accuweather.com (For this Demoà Use Google Chrome Browser)

►

Suppose you want to take data of Surat’s local weather then type Surat in search box of this
website

►

It will take you to surat’s weather forecast page

►

As shown in the below image Select Surat’s weather box

►

then as shown below Click on ->Inspect

►

Select the <a href Html tag> from html source shown in below image

►

After selecting the <a href Html tag> Right click on that selected tag and then copy the XPath of
the selected tag as shown in below image.

►

Temporarily copy the XPath in some editor

Step2--Simplify device communication with Web services and API
►

Go to www.thingspeak.com, and make an account there.

►

Go to Apps , Select new “ThingHTTP” and Give a suitable name.

►

Paste the URL “http://www.accuweather.com/en/in/surat/202441/weather-forecast/202441”,
which you can copy from the url of Surat’s weather page from Accuweather.com

►

Change HTTP version to HTTP 1.1, and

►

Paste the copied X-path in parse string.

►

And Click on Save button. Now a new URL is generated having ThingSpeak API , which we will be
using to get Surat’s weather data.

►

You will see you got URL with a GET method like this one shown below

GET https://api.thingspeak.com/apps/thinghttp/send_request?api_key=Y0CZZZU9OMX2DZSS

►

This will give you a new web page

►

That is how you can fetch data of Surat’s Local weather.

Step3--Using mobile as Client and ESP module as Server
►

Similarly you can fetch any other data from any other Website.

►

Now we will see how to connect our STAIP of server module or client module to mobile browser
that will provide us with Surat’s Local weather data on Mobile’s Web Page (making our mobile
as client which requests information from our ESP module acting as a server)

►

AT+RST

►

AT+CWMODE=3

►

AT+CWLAP

►

AT+CWJAP

►

AT+CIPMUX=1

►

AT+CIPSERVER=1,4444 { Note the STAIP of our server module that is from the module where
you have given}

►

AT+CIFSR {displays details of the module. Note station IP address, STAIP. e.g. 192.168.43.131}

►

Enter that IP in the URL address entrance of your mobile web-browser
https://192.168.43.131:4444

►

Note: This will give you below shown information in PC Terminal

+IPD,0,406:GET / HTTP/1.1
Host: 192.168.43.169:4444
Connection: keep-alive
Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,image/webp,*/*;q=0.8
Upgrade-Insecure-Requests: 1
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0; Eluga_Arc_2 Build/MRA58K) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/50.0.2661.89 Mobile Safari/537.36
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate, sdch
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.8

►
►

Now we will send data to our channel 0 (zero) using :
AT+CIPSEND 0, number of characters of URL

Example:
/*Surat Local Weather*/
GET https://api.thingspeak.com/apps/thinghttp/send_request?api_key=OKO3XU01U05Y2KZ2
►

Using CIPSEND command which gives us Surat’s Local weather web page

►

So we will write a short HTML code for a web page with a hyperlink that will take you to our
Result(Surat’s weather page) of GET method URL

►

This is our short HTML code shown below

<html>
<head>
<title>Surat Local Weather</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Click following link</p>
<a href="https://api.thingspeak.com/apps/thinghttp/send_request?api_key=OKO3XU01U05Y2KZ2"
target="_blank">Surat Local Weather Today</a>
</body>
</html>

►

Now Copy this code and paste it on website called http://www.lettercount.com/which will
give you number of characters present in the code. In my case it was 235. Then give AT
command as

AT+CIPSEND=0,235
OK

><html><head><title>Surat Local Weather</title></head><body><p>Click following link</p><a
href="https://api.thingspeak.com/apps/thinghttp/send_request?api_key=OKO3XU01U05Y2KZ2" target="_blank">Surat
Local Weather Today</a></body></html>
Recv 235 bytes
SEND OK

Step4--Displaying Result on Mobile Web Browser
►

After doing this you must see Result on web page as shown on below page.

►

Now get back to Mobile Web Page i.e. https://192.168.43.169:4444

►

Depending on the Browser type you are using like UC Browser, Mozilla or Google Chrome or
Default Browser of your mobile , you will get different results in User Interfaces.

►

In case of problem in sending the data: repeat a. Mobile Web Page i.e.
https://192.168.43.169:4444 on browser, b. AT+CIPSEND command again

►

AT+CIPCLOSE=channel_number

►

AT+CIPSERVER=0 (“0” is for closing the server)

Similarly we can Test with Default HTTP port i.e 80 which makes port information invisible as it is a
default one for HTTP protocol.

►

When you Click the Hyperlink Surat Local Weather Today you get to new Page where you will
see Surat’s Local Weather

►

After clicking on Surat Local Weather Today you will see in Flash Magic that your connection has
been closed and you got the resultant page showing Local Weather data.

►

If you don’t get the resultant page of Weather data then manually CLOSE the connection in Flash
magic using AT+CIPCLOSE=<channel no.>

►

This is because when your connection gets closed, we can see resultant web page, as this is not
a dynamic process of sending , processing and receiving the data because we are just using a
wifi module only having a small firmware (which can process TCP/IP orotocol, booting and AT
commands so it is not a intelligent device like our computer which has a OS in it that will
manage processes themselves like scheduling process or tasks, managing space,memory etc)
with sending, receiving data and closing the connections. So we have to do it manually.

